
LONELINESS
Living in my own world
Looking forward to growing into an adult
And leave this lonely life,
Full of emptiness and sadness,
The lights in my life has been switched off.
Oh! How sad it is to live in a lonely world
Without anyone around without any hope.

Oh! Why is life so cruel to me.
Perhaps I’m destined to be lonely.
I’m always afraid of the do stackes that my be fell me.
Going on always gets difficult.
I know life is not easy 
And I have no one to fight for me.
I need someone to help me fight with this lonely.

I hope mi light will shine one day,
Because I can’t wait to see my day of happiness 
That day it at I will leave this lonely life.
I know with determination I can make it.
Because dreams will always come true with determination 
And self – confidence 
With determination I know I will come out of this lonely world. 

ADDAE,
TARQUINI



COLOURS OF NATURE

The sea is calm and light blue,
When I see it my mood changes
The flowers are yellow like sun,
And their perfume reminds me of last spring
When I’m on the beach 
I listen to the noise of the waves,
And I see the horizon
The sky is wonderful like the sea,
And I feel the lightness of the wind.

BOJIC,
MARTINIS

THE GOLDEN BEACH

Nature is an adventure
It’s the result of hard work
It gives us a splendid view 
I wander, I wander about the beauty of nature
How lovely it is to feel the real fragrance 
My heart is full of joy, when I stand in this position
An I watch the sea.
A gold beach that is wet like velvet 
The element of malicious island,
An island that is unique in it’s silence.

ANDRIAN,
LEONARDUZZI,
GYETUA 



PARADISE

The green mountains contrast with the blue sea

The sun light the gilt seaside

Caressed by the soft waves.

My mind loses itself in this paradise

That doesn’t borders and it warms my sprint.

NIN,
PREGNOLATO

A wise man finds...

a wise man finds in a fire

a fire that represents the difficulty.

He wanders in search of hope 

And at night he finds in a wood.

It’s silent place; only the birds.

In this trip, he arrives at the top of the highest mountain,

In the sky,

And the rest disappears.

...in a fire!
Pagnutti,
cosattini  



I met you around Sydney

I met you around Sydney,

I know you are someone special like the city,

But I have never met you again 

You are clear like Sydney’s bridge,

You are clear like Sydney’s bay.

I hope to discover you like this beautiful place.

      PARISI,
      DZHIDZHONU 

EMPTMESS IS IN MY MIND

The sea reflected the sun rays
As my mind reflected my thoughts…

The mountain observed the horizon 
As I observed the emptiness in front of me…

You left me, I’m alone,
There’s nobody with me…

There’s only the infinite sea,
The glance of the mountains,
I’m part of nature, nothing else…

CARRIOLA,
CARNIELETTO 



DREAM

In my dream I can see a wood
Where the view was beautiful.

Near the falls there are some trees
And lively leaves.

The water was clear and animated
And they sang a beautiful melody.

Between the rocks there was a bridge.
When I look at this view

I feel calm quiet and relaxed.

           BARON,
 PAOLINI


